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QUESTION 1

Your customer has two CDBs: one for Production and one for development. You are asked to create a new
development PDB (salesdev) from an existing production PDB (salesprd). Which two options would accomplish this? 

A. You copy all the PDBSSEEDdata files from the production CDB into the development CDB and execute this on the
development CDB; SQL> CREATE PLUGGABLE DATABASE salesdev ADMIN USER salesdm IDENTIFIED by
password; 

B. You alter the salesprd source database to open in read-only mode, and start cloning the source database: SQL>
ALTER PLUGGABLE DATABASE salesprd OPEN READ ONLY; SQL> CREATE PLUGGABLE DATABASE salesdev
FROM salesprd; 

C. You alter the salesprd source database to open in read-only mode: SQL> ALTER PLUGGABLE DATABASE
salesprd OPEN READ ONLY; In the development CDB, you create a databaselink "PRD" that connects to the root of
the source CDB, and start cloning the source PDB: SQL> CREATE PLUGGABLE DATABASE salesdevFROM
salesprd@prd; 

D. Connected as the salesprd local DBA, you create an XML using: SQL> ALTER PLUGGABLE DATABASE salespdb
UNPLUG INTO \\' /tmp/salesprd-xml\\' ; Copy the XML file and all salesprd-related files to the target CDB and start
plugging the copy into the development CDB using: SQL> CREATE PLUGGABLE DATABASE salesdev USING\\'
/tmp/salesprd.xml\\'; 

Correct Answer: AD 

A: Creating a PDB Using the Seed 

You can use the CREATE PLUGGABLE DATABASE statement to create a PDB in a CDB using the files 

of the seed. 

D: Plugging In an Unplugged PDB 

To plug in an unplugged PDB, the following prerequisites must be met: 

*

 Complete the prerequisites described in "Preparing for PDBs". 

*

 The XML file that describes the PDB must exist in a location that is accessible to the CDB. 

The USING clause must specify the XML file. 

Etc 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true about a buffer cache? 

A. When a buffer is read from a buffer cache, it may be inconsistent and require undo data to make it consistent. 
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B. A buffer cache stores copies of data blocks from all files of the database. 

C. Buffer access is kept efficient by maintaining a least recently used (LRU) list for dirty and clean buffers. 

D. A buffer cache always resides completely in System Global Area (SGA). 

E. A buffer cache contains exactly three pools: default, keep, and recycle pool. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Examine the table: 

Table name: PRODUCTS Schema: SCOTT Tablespace: USERS Organization: Standard (Heap Organized) 

This table contains 20 rows. In the data that has been entered, the PROD_ID column contains only single-digit values,
PROD_NAME has a maximum of five characters, and PROD_RATE has four-digit values for all rows. 

Which two statements are true regarding the modifications that can be performed to the structure of the PRODUCTS
table? 

A. PROD_NAME size can be increased from five to 10 characters. 

B. PROD_ID can be changed from CHAR to NUMBER data type. 

C. PROD_RATE size can be changed from NUMBER(4) to NUMBER(6, 2). 

D. New columns can be added only if they have a NOT NULL constraint. 

E. None of the existing columns can be dropped because they contain data. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 4

All database users are currently connected to the database instance and are working. The HR user opens three
database sessions and executes this command in one of the sessions: 

SQL> UPDATE persons SET ccode=\\'U031\\' WHERE ccode=\\'U029\\'; 123 rows updated. 

SQL> DELETE FROM persons WHERE exp=\\'Y\\'; 3 rows deleted. 

The SYS user opens a new session after HR executes the preceding commands. Which option represents the sessions
that can see the effect of the UPDATE and DELETE commands? 

A. all sessions of the HR user 

B. all sessions of the HR user and the SYS user 
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C. the session of the HR user that executed the commands 

D. all sessions for which database users have access privileges to the PERSONS table 

Correct Answer: A 

Without issue of commit by the HR user, the other users are unable to see the changes even though they have access. 

 

QUESTION 5

A standby database is in mounted state and you are required to perform a failover to the physical standby. Which
solution is best suited forthis scenario? 

A. ALTER DATABASE RECOVER MANAGED STANDBY DATABASE statement with the FINISH keyword 

B. ALTER DATABASE PREPARE TO SWITCHOVER and ALTER DATABASE COMMIT TO SWITCHOVER
statements 

C. ALTER DATABASE RECOVER TO STANDBY DATABASE statement with the FINISH keyword 

D. D) ALTER DATABASE PREPARE SWITCHOVER and ALTER DATABASE COMMIT TO SWITCHOVER
Statements 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 6

You have two database servers EMP and EXP. A user of the database from the EXP server wants to extract some
information from the database in the EMP server for cross-verification. Which schema object enables the user to access
the information from the remote database? 

A. cluster 

B. database link 

C. mapping table 

D. materialized view 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B19306_01/server.102/b14200/statements_5005.htm 

 

QUESTION 7

Which three statements about replication options are true? 

A. The Oracle Streams information flow consists of three components: capture, redo transfer, arid consumption. 
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B. Oracle Streams is deprecated in Oracle Database 12c Release 1. 

C. Oracle Database Advanced Replication is deprecated in Oracle Database 12c Release 1, including multimaster
replication, updatable materialized views, multitier materialized views, and deployment templates. 

D. Oracle Database Advanced Queuing is independent of Oracle Streams. 

E. The Oracle GoldenGate software architecture is composed of three primary components: capture, propagate, and
trail files. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Which statement about Oracle patches is false? 

A. Interim patches, also known as "one-off" patches, are created to provide a specific fix between the releases of patch
sets. 

B. Security Patch Update (SPU) is the primary means of releasing security fixes for Oracle products. SPUs are
cumulative with respect to prior SPUs and generally contain only security fixes. 

C. Patch Set Update (PSU) is a collection of proactive, stabilizing, cumulative patches for a particular product version
(base release or patch set). PSUs are cumulative and include all the security fixes from CPU patches, plus additional
fixes. 

D. Patch Set is the main way in which Oracle provides bug fixes in between releases. Oracle bundles a number of fixes,
tests them thoroughly together, and packages, then together for easy download and installation. 

E. Terminal Patch Set is an unsupported patch set by Oracle Lifetime Support policies. 

Correct Answer: B 

Starting with Oracle Database version 12.1.0.1, Oracle only provides Patch Set Updates (PSU) to meet the Critical
Patch Update (CPU) program requirements for security patching. Security Patch Updates (SPU) will no longer be
available. 

 

QUESTION 9

Which two items are key for maintaining data consistency in Oracle Database 12c? 

A. undo data 

B. isolation level 

C. lock mechanism 

D. serializability 

Correct Answer: C 
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Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/server.112/e25789/consist.htm#CNCPT88969 (overview of the oracle
database locking mechanism) 

 

QUESTION 10

Identify two solutions that Oracle provides for patch conflict. 

A. merge patch 

B. combine patch 

C. overlay patch 

D. dual patch 

E. super patch 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 11

What happens if you execute these SQL statements? 

SQL> show con_name 

CON_NAME 

CDB$ROOT 

SQL> create user 1_freed identified by y container=current; A. A common user is created in the root container. 

B. A local user is created in the root container. 

C. A local user is created in all the PDBs. 

D. The second SQL statement fails because a local user cannot be created in the root container. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 12

You want to start a global service on your database. Which three conditions must be met? 

A. The database is open and registered with a global service manager. 

B. The service has been disabled on that database. 
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C. The database role is different from the role attribute of the service. 

D. The replication lag on the database does not exceed the maximum value specified for the service. 

E. The service has reached its cardinality defined by the number of preferred databases. 

F. No other database in the pool is a better candidate for starting the service. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

A: To provide global services, a database must be added to a Global Data Services pool. The valid node checking for
registration (VNCR) feature provides the ability to configure and dynamically update a set of IP addresses, host names,
or subnets from which registration requests are allowed by the global service manager. Database instance registration
with a global service manager succeeds only when the request originates from a valid node. 

* Starting a Global Service 

The gdsctl start service command is used to start an existing service on the Global Data Services pool databases. 

GDSCTL>start service -service emp_report1 -gdspool hr If the -role parameter is specified for the service, the service
only starts on the databases in which the role matches the specified value (not C). If the -lag parameter is specified for
the service, the service only starts on the databases for which replication lag does not exceed the specified value (D).
Unless -preferred_all is specified for the service, the service only starts on the databases that are listed as preferred for
the service. 

 

QUESTION 13

Which two statements correctly distinguish between undo and redo data? 

A. Undo reverses a change, whereas redo re-creates a change. 

B. Redo reverses a change, whereas undo re-creates a change. 

C. Undo protects against inconsistent reads, whereas redo protects against data loss. 

D. Redo protects against inconsistent reads, whereas undo protects against data loss. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 14

Which statement about the Oracle Advanced Security Data Redaction feature is true? 

A. It transparently encrypts data at rest in Oracle databases. 

B. It securely manages encryption keys. 

C. It protects against theft or loss of disks and backups. 

D. It prevents OS users from inspecting tablespace files. 
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E. It limits the exposure of sensitive data in applications. 

F. It alters data in caches, buffers, and persistent storage. 

G. It impacts operational activities such as backup and restore, upgrade and patch, and replication. 

Correct Answer: E 

Redacting Sensitive Data for Display Data Redaction provides selective, on-the-fly redaction of sensitive data in query
results prior to display by applications so that unauthorized users cannot view the sensitive data. It enables consistent
redaction of database columns across application modules accessing the same data. Data Redaction minimizes
changes to applications because it does not alter actual data in internal database buffers, caches, or storage, and it
preserves the original data type and formatting when transformed data is returned to the application. Data Redaction
has no impact on database operational activities such as backup and restore, upgrade and patch, and high availability
clusters. 

Reference: Oracle Advanced Security, 12c, Oracle Data Sheet 

 

QUESTION 15

Which two statements are true about this common user? 

A. SQL> conn c##usr/pwd@pdb1 You are connected to PDB1 successfully. 

B. SQL> conn c##usr/pwd@pdb2 You are connected to PDB2 successfully. 

C. SQL> conn c##usr/pwd@pdb2 You are unable to create a connection. You first need to sync PDB2 by executing:
SQL> conn / as sysdba SQL>exec DBMS_PDB.SYNC_PDB; 

D. SQL> conn c##usr/pwd@pdb2 You are unable to create a connection. You need to create the common user c# #usr
explicitly in PDB2 by executing: SQL>conn system/pwd@pdb2 SQL> CREATE USER c##usrIDENTIFIED BYpwd
CONTAINER=CURRENT; Now you are able to connect as common user c##usr to PDB2. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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